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Magnetic transitions in disordered GdAl2
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The role of disorder in magnetic ordering transitions is investigated using mechanically milled GdAl2 .
Crystalline GdAl2 is a ferromagnet while amorphous GdAl2 is a spin glass. Nanostructured GdAl2 shows a
paramagnetic-to-ferromagnetic transition and glassy behavior, with the temperature and magnitude of each
transition dependent on the degree and type of disorder. Disorder is parametrized by a Gaussian distribution of

Curie temperaturesTC with meanT̄C and breadthDTC . A nonzero coercivity is observed at temperatures more
than 20 K above the highestTC of any known Gd-Al phase; however, the coercivitydecreaseswith decreasing
temperature over the same temperature range where the GdAl2 grains ferromagnetically order. Models for the
anomalous coercivity behavior are proposed and evaluated for their ability to explain the origin of the low-
temperature glassy magnetization peak.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.214404 PACS number~s!: 75.75.1a, 75.50.Tt

I. INTRODUCTION

Disorder on length scales comparable to magnetic inter-
action lengths often produces interesting—but complex—
magnetic behavior. The dramatic dependence of magnetic
properties on disorder motivates the need to understand how
structural and chemical disorder affect magnetic ordering.

GdAl2 is an ideal system for such an investigation as the
magnetic properties range from ferromagnetic to spin-glass-
like depending on the degree of disorder.1,2 Crystalline
GdAl2 has MgCu2 fcc structure (a50.7899 nm), a Curie
temperatureTC of 170 K, and a small intrinsic magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy.3,4 Amorphous GdAl2 thin films, on the
other hand, exhibit classic spin-glass behavior—a peak in the
zero-field-cooled~ZFC! susceptibility ~at Tp516 K), irre-
versibility between ZFC and field-cooled~FC! susceptibili-
ties, and evidence of spin-glass scaling.5,6 Curie-Weiss be-
havior is observed in both crystalline and amorphous GdAl2

above their respective transition temperatures.7

Disorder is introduced by mechanical milling, which is a
high-energy deformation process that generates defect struc-
tures ~dislocations and vacancies!, atomic-scale chemical
disorder, and elastic strain energy through the shearing ac-
tions of ball-powder collisions.8 Mechanical milling is dis-
tinct from mechanical alloying in that the latter combines
two initially separate components, whereas mechanical mill-
ing starts with an ordered alloy that is progressivelydisor-
dered.

We have investigated the paramagnetic-to-ferromagnetic
~PM-FM! transition in highly disordered GdAl2 to obtain
information about the nature of the transition and impact of
the resulting ferromagnetic structure on the glassy phase.
The PM-FM transition in milled GdAl2 shifts to lower tem-
perature, broadens, and diminishes in intensity with milling
time. A peak in the ZFC magnetization and irreversibility
between the FC and ZFC magnetizations are observed, even

after very short milling times; however, the peak tempera-
tures are between 40 and 60 K—much higher than the 16-K
peak temperature observed in amorphous GdAl2 .1,2,9 This
peak could be due to a true spin-glass transition2 or could be
attributable to a blocking transition.9

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Gadolinium chips~99.9% pure! and aluminum pellets
~99.99% pure! were arc melted under an argon atmosphere.
The resulting buttons were turned and the procedure repeated
several times to ensure homogeneous mixing. The alloy was
crushed, milled for 2 h in a tungsten-carbide vial under an
argon atmosphere to produce a fine powder, and then an-
nealed for 24 h at 800 °C under vacuum to remove milling-
induced stress. X-ray diffraction confirmed that the resulting
material was a crystalline, highly ordered alloy and showed
no tungsten carbide or oxide contamination.

Initially crystalline powders were milled in a high-
intensity SPEX mill. Fifteen-minute milling periods were al-
ternated with 15-min rest periods to reduce heating. The vial
was turned every 2 h toreduce clumping, and small amounts
of powder were removed at various intervals for structural
and magnetic measurements. All sample handling was per-
formed in an Ar atmosphere to prevent oxidation.

Samples for measurement in a superconducting quantum
interference device~SQUID! magnetometer were prepared in
an argon atmosphere and sealed in paraffin-filled polyethyl-
ene bags to protect the samples from oxidation during trans-
fer to the SQUID and to prevent the particles from rotating
during measurement.

III. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION

X-ray powder diffraction shows that, after about 20 h, the
grain size of mechanically milled GdAl2 reaches a terminal
size of 662 nm. Additional milling produces no further
grain refinement. No evidence of contamination from the
milling materials is observed via energy-dispersive x rays or
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x-ray diffraction, and samples milled for times up to 590 h
and annealed at high temperatures do not show evidence of
any non-Gd-Al phases.

High-energy x-ray diffraction experiments were per-
formed at beamline 1-ID, SRI-CAT of the Advanced Photon
Source, Argonne National Laboratory to probe the effect of
longer-time milling. Samples milled for times up to 500 h
were examined. Figure 1 compares the powder diffraction
patterns of unmilled~alloyed, crushed, and annealed! GdAl2
to the same material milled at a ball-to-powder ratio of 1:1
for 400 h. The diffraction pattern of unmilled GdAl2 shows
sharp Bragg peaks to wave vectors as high as 15 Å21 as is
typical in highly ordered crystalline materials. Bragg peaks
in the diffraction pattern of the 400-h milled sample are sig-
nificantly attenuated and merge into a slowly oscillating dif-
fuse component by 10 Å.21

The diffraction patterns of highly disordered materials are
difficult to analyze by traditional techniques; however, useful
structural information may be obtained by analyzing the cor-
responding atomic pair distribution functions~PDFs!.10,11

The reduced PDFG(r )54pr @r(r )2r0# is the Fourier sine
transform of the elastic component of the powder diffraction
data, wherer(r ) and r0 are the local and average atomic
number densities, respectively.G(r ) peaks at characteristic
distances separating pairs of atoms and thus describes the
local structure of the material. Figure 2 shows the experi-
mental PDFs obtained from the powder diffraction data of
Fig. 1. Comparing the two PDFs emphasizes the dramatic
reduction of the structural coherence with milling as demon-
strated by the decay of the experimental PDF to zero~see the
insets in Fig. 2!. The milled sample has not lost its charac-
teristic local atomic ordering since the experimental PDF can
be reproduced by a nanocrystalline GdAl2 model based on
the MgCu2-type structure with no evidence of amorphous or
other crystallographically distinct phases.

The unit cell of GdAl2 was fit to the experimental PDF
data and the structure parameters~unit-cell constants and
mean-squared atomic displacements! refined so as to obtain
the best agreement between the model and experimental
data. The fit was done using the programPDFFIT ~Ref. 12!
and was constrained to have the symmetry of the Fd3m
space group. The best fit achieved is shown as a solid line
through the datapoints in Fig. 2. The fit results show that
after 400 h of milling, the lattice parameter of GdAl2 is
0.7865~2! nm, which is a 0.45% decrease from the value
measured in unmilled GdAl2 . The mean-squared atomic dis-
placement factors are 0.0088~5! Å2 for Gd ~1193% relative
to unmilled GdAl2) and 0.0209~5! Å2 for Al ~1161% rela-
tive to unmilled GdAl2).

Zhou and Bakker suggest that the disordering mechanism
in mechanically milled GdAl2 is a quadruple-defect
disorder.1 The difference in the sizes of Gd and Al atoms
creates an inherent asymmetry: Al atoms can substitute in
vacancies on the Gd sublattice, but not vice versa. This sug-
gests that the grains are likely to be slightly Gd poor and the
grain boundaries slightly Gd rich. We are left with a picture
of long-time mechanically milled GdAl2 as nanocrystalline
on a length scale of 5 nm, but with numerous lattice defects
and considerable local structural distortions.

IV. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

The complex nanostructure of mechanically milled GdAl2
results in a correspondingly complex magnetic picture. This
section explores how the magnetic behavior in different tem-
perature regimes leads to an overall picture of the impact of
disorder on magnetic structure. In Sec. IV A, we will show

FIG. 1. Experimental powder diffraction patterns of~a! 400-h
milled GdAl2 and ~b! unmilled ~0-h! GdAl2 .

FIG. 2. Experimental~symbols! and model~solid line through
the symbols! pair distribution functions for~a! 400-h milled GdAl2
and~b! unmilled ~0-h! GdAl2 . The residual differences between the
experiments and models are shown as solid lines below each PDF.
The insets show the PDF on an expanded scale inq.
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that the temperature dependence of the magnetization indi-
cates the presence of a ferromagnetic phase~attributed to
ordering within individual GdAl2 grains! and a paramagnetic
phase. Analysis of the PM-FM transition allows us to param-
etrize disorder in terms of a distribution ofTC’s character-
ized by a mean Curie temperatureT̄C and an associated
breadthDTC . Section IV B focuses on hysteresis measure-
ments that show an anomalous temperature dependence of
the coercivity: an unexpected nonzero coercivity at the high-
est measured temperature of 315 K, followed by a decrease
in coercivity as the temperature decreases over the tempera-
ture range where GdAl2 grains ferromagnetically order. Fi-
nally, we will present two models in Sec. V that are consis-
tent with these observations and then discuss whether these
models are consistent with explanations for the low-
temperature glassy transition.

A. Temperature dependence of the magnetization

A sample milled for 400 h at a ball-to-powder ratio of
1:1.75 was selected for an in-depth investigation of the mag-
netic properties because the PM-FM transition and the low-
temperature peak are separated sufficiently in temperature to
allow an independent investigation of each transition. Figure
3 showsM /H as a function ofT in FC and ZFC configura-
tions at fields from 5 to 5000 Oe for the 400-h milled GdAl2
sample. Two distinct features are observed at low fields: a
peak in the ZFC curve around 60 K and a shoulder near 130
K. The FC and ZFC curves split, with the temperature at
which the split occurs decreasing with increasing field. No
irreversibility is present in fields greater than 1000 Oe. The
low-temperature peak shifts to lower temperatures with in-
creasing field.

1. TÌTC: Curie-Weiss behavior

The high-temperature magnetization of unmilled GdAl2
obeys a Curie-Weiss@x5c/(T2u)# law with Curie constant
c54.36(60.04)31022 emu K/g Oe andu517161 K. The
constant c is related to the effective moment byNmeff

2

53cMkB , whereM is the molecular weight,kB is the Bolt-
zmann constant, andN is the number of atoms. The observed
moment of 8.60(60.04)mB is higher than the value of 7.9mB
expected from Gd31 ions.13 The excess moment observed in
GdAl2 usually is attributed to conduction-electron enhance-
ment effects.14

Mechanically milled GdAl2 cannot be described by a
single Curie-Weiss expression. The best fit in the paramag-
netic region (T.170 K) is given by Eq.~1!, which is a com-
bination of a Curie-Weiss term and a Curie term~a small
constant-background term due to the phase that will be dis-
cussed in Sec. IV B was removed!:

x~T!5
c1

T2u
1

c2

T
. ~1!

The value ofu for the 400-h milled sample is 137~62! K
for fields up to 1 T. The Curie constants arec159.10
(60.01)31023 emu K/g Oe and c253.42(60.06)31022

emu K/g Oe. Extracting the effective moments from the

Curie-Weiss constantsci is difficult because the fraction of
the sample corresponding to each phase is not known. We
find that c1,c2—i.e., N1(meff1

)2,N2(meff2
)2—for all milled

samples. The effective moments of milled GdAl2 are consis-
tent with those of unmilled GdAl2 in that the sum ofc1 and
c2 is comparable to the value ofc for the unmilled
material.15 The high-temperature magnetization thus pro-
vides the first evidence that, although no secondary structural
phases are found, the magnetic behavior cannot be explained
by a single magnetic phase.

2. Paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition

Mechanically milled GdAl2 has two types of inhomoge-
neity: the formation of grains interrupts the long-range co-
herence of the lattice, while disorder within the grains re-
flects inhomogeneity on the order of a few lattice spacings.
As milling time increases,TC decreases and the transition
broadens. The transition temperature decrease is not due to
grain-size reduction, asTC changes little during the initial
decrease in grain size, but changes significantly after the ter-
minal grain size has been attained. As shown in Sec. III, the
primary effect of long-time milling is to introduce atomic-

FIG. 3. Dependence of the magnetization divided by measuring
field on temperature and field. The top curves in each graph are the
field-cooled measurements and the lower curves are the zero-field-
cooled measurements. No irreversibility is observed at fields above
1000 Oe.
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level disorder. SinceTC in bulk GdAl2 decreases with
sample purity,3 it is reasonable to assume that disorder
should have the same effect. Different degrees of disorder
are produced in different GdAl2 grains and longer milling
times produce broader ranges of disorder.

The effect of disorder on the PM-FM transition can be
quantified by considering the field dependence of the transi-
tion. The mean transition temperatureT̄C is often identified
by the ‘‘kink point’’—the temperature of the minimum in
dM(T)/dT. The PM-FM transition in the 400-h milled
sample broadens with field, as seen more clearly in the plot
of dM/dT vs T in Fig. 4.

Substitutionally disordered materials such as
La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 and La0.5Sr0.5CoO3 are inhomogeneous on
the same length scale as the disordered GdAl2 grains due to
the intrinsic concentration variations of randomly doped
mixed-valence states.16–18 Bergeret al.17 modeled the mag-
netization of La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 using

M ~T!5m0E
TC

S TC2T

TC
D b

u~TC2T!r~TC!dTC , ~2!

whereu(TC2T) is the Heaviside step function,m0 is pro-
portional to the saturation magnetization, andr(TC) de-
scribes a Gaussian distribution of Curie temperatures with
mean valueT̄C and breadthDTC :

r~TC!5
1

A2pDTC

e~TC2T̄C!2/2~DTC!2
. ~3!

Equations ~2! and ~3! successfully describe
La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 films with exponents in agreement with the
three-dimensional~3D! Heisenberg model.17 While it is sig-
nificant that this model can determine critical behavior in
systems where the intrinsic broadening due to disorder is
comparable to the field broadening, our primary interest is in
using it as a means of quantifying disorder.

The magnetization as a function of temperature for the
400-h GdAl2 sample near the PM-FM transition was fit to

Eq. ~2! at different magnetic fields. The range of tempera-
tures used depends on the field, but typically includes data to
about 20–25 K belowT̄C . The parameters are not very sen-
sitive to the range of the data included in the fit unless data
from the region where the PM-FM transition starts to overlap
the glassy transition are included. To avoid divergences in
the fits due to the form of Eq.~2!, the data are fit by fixingb
and determining values for the other parameters, then chang-
ing b and refitting. The best fits are identified by the lowest
reducedx2 for a given data set. Large uncertainties inb are
obtained for fields greater than 1000 Oe. The inability to
obtain satisfactory fits aboveH51000 Oe may be due to the
inapplicability of mean-field theory at high field and/or to the
broadening of the PM-FM transition to a point where it over-
laps the glassy transition. The exponentb plotted as a func-
tion of field extrapolates linearly to a value ofb(H50)
50.5260.05, which is consistent with the value expected for
a mean-field system.

The parametersT̄C and DTC are robust: their values
change little over the range of uncertainty inb. Figure 5
shows the dependence of the parametersT̄C and DTC on
magnetic field. Figure 5~a!, which compares the values ofT̄C
to the ‘‘kink point’’ values, shows that the kink point values
are consistently lower thanT̄C and show more pronounced
field dependence.T̄C should depend on the~field-
independent! degree of disorder in the material, so change
with field is not expected. The discrepancy between the re-
sults of the two methods indicates that the minimum in
dM(T)/dT may not be a good estimate ofTC in inhomoge-
neous ferromagnets, especially if taken from measurements
in a moderately large field. The Curie-Weiss temperatureu

from the fit to Eq. ~1! is comparable toT̄C5128(62) K
from the fit to Eq.~2!, showing that the phase responsible for
the PM-FM transition is the same as the phase identified by
the Curie-Weiss behavior. The distribution ofTC’s is due to
the different degrees of disorder in different GdAl2 grains.

Bergeret al.17 found that the breadth of theTC distribu-

FIG. 4. dMZFC(T)/dT at measuring fields from 10 to 10 000 Oe.

FIG. 5. ~a! T̄C and~b! TC as functions of measuring field for the
400-h milled sample. The solid squares in~a! and the open squares
in ~b! are values from fitting to Eq.~2!. The solid line in~b! is a fit
to Eq. ~4!. The open circles are the minima from Fig. 4.
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tion in the inhomogeneous ferromagnet La1/3Ca1/3MnO3 de-
pends on field as

DTC~H !5DTC~H50!1cH1/h, ~4!

whereDTC(H50) is an intrinsic breadth. The solid line in
Fig. 5~b! is a fit to Eq. ~4! with DTC(H50)512.7
(60.2) K andh51.45(60.15). This value ofh is close to
that obtained from calculations using a mean-field approxi-
mation (h51.50), which is in turn consistent with the value
of b(H50)50.5.

Mean-field values may be reasonable in a nanostruc-
ture: If the transitions measured arewithin the GdAl2
grains, finite-size effects in ferromagnets are expected to be
significant only at smaller length scales. Spins coupled by a
long-range exchange interaction may also be characterized
by mean-field exponents.

B. Hysteresis measurements

Hysteresis loopsM (H) for the 400-h milled sample were
measured over a range of temperatures, with all measure-
ments made after zero-field cooling. Figure 6 shows the up-
per branch of representative hysteresis loops forT5300,
110, and 20 K. Bulk GdAl2 aboveTC is purely paramagnetic
with x52.631024 emu/g Oe at 310 K and no hysteresis. In
contrast, the hysteresis loops of the 400-h milled sample are
a superposition of a hysteretic~h! and a nonhysteretic~nh!
contribution at all temperatures. The nonhysteretic part is
due to paramagnetic or superparamagnetic behavior and is
modeled by a Langevin function, while the hysteresis is
modeled by a phenomenological form19 described by

M ~H !5Mnh~H !1Mh~H !5m0
nhLS nmBH

kBT D
1m0

h 2

p
tan21F S H6HC

HC
D tanS pS

2 D G , ~5!

whereL(x) is the Langevin function,kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant, andHC is the coercivity.nmB is thus an effective mo-
ment~or ‘‘superspin’’! and them0

i ( i 5h,nh) are the satura-
tion magnetizations.S, the squareness of the hysteresis loop,
varies between 0 and 1 and describes the slope of the loop.

The hysteretic and nonhysteretic terms in Eq.~5! do not
correspond to the same structural phases at all temperatures.
For example, GdAl2 grains are paramagnetic at their highest
temperatures. This contribution and the contribution from the
paramagnetic phase identified by the Curie-Weiss analysis
both contribute to the nonhysteretic component. When the
GdAl2 grains begin to order, they will contribute a super-
paramagnetic component, in addition to the contribution
from the Gd ions in the paramagnetic phase. When they fully
order and begin to correlate with each other, they will con-
tribute to the hysteretic term.

Figure 7 shows the separate contributions of the hysteretic
and nonhysteretic terms forT5200 and 110 K. The values of
HC from the fit to Eq.~5! are shown in Fig. 8. The coercivity
displays two unexpected behaviors: First, coercivity on the
order of 60 Oe is observed from 200 to 315 K. Second, the
coercivity valuedecreasesas the temperature decreases from
170 to 130 K.

Above 250 K, the nonhysteretic contribution can be mod-
eled as a simple paramagnetic background withx;1.5
31024 emu/g Oe or as a Brillouin function withj 57/2;
however, the magnetization does not saturate at the highest
available field of 7 T, so differentiating between the two
forms is impossible. As the temperature decreases,Mnh(H)
can no longer be represented by a constant paramagnetic
susceptibility and requires the use of the Langevin. The val-
ues ofn are larger than those expected for isolated Gd ions,
suggesting cooperative behavior between Gd ions within the
grains. The superposition ofMnh(H) vs H/T at different
temperatures would confirm superparamagnetic behavior;
however, the dependence ofn on temperature precludes the
superposition. This situation is in contrast to isolated nano-
particle systems where the number of spins in spatially dis-

FIG. 6. M (H) for temperatures of 300 K, 100 K, and 20 K.

FIG. 7. The upper branch of the hysteresis loop taken at 110 K
~top! and 200 K~bottom!: Data are shown as squares, the contri-
bution from the hysteretic component as a short dashed line, and the
nonhysteretic contribution as longer dashes.
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tinct groups remains constant with temperature. There is no
significant change in the value of the saturation magnetiza-
tion in the hysteretic term over this temperature range. The
coercivity, however, exhibits a surprising decrease between
170 and 130 K: i.e., over the temperature range from the
bulk TC of GdAl2 to theTC for GdAl2 grains in this specific
sample~128 K!. Below the TC value of this sample, the
coercivity increases, with no distinct features at the position
of the peak in the ZFC magnetization.

V. DISCUSSION

The structural evidence indicates that mechanically milled
GdAl2 consists of 5–7-nm Gd-poor GdAl2 grains with dif-
ferent degrees of chemical disorder. The excess Gd atoms
presumably form a Gd-rich Gd-Al grain boundary phase.
Curie-Weiss analysis and the fits to the data in the neighbor-
hood of the PM-FM transition show ferromagnetic ordering
over a range of temperatures, with a mean ordering tempera-
ture of 128 K. The hysteresis measurements, however, show
that there is a nonzero coercivity well above theTC of not
only GdAl2 , but of any known Gd-Al phase.@Among ferro-
magnetic phases, Gd3Al2 hasTC5282 K ~Ref. 20! and Gd
has TC5293 K ~Ref. 13!.# The coercivity exhibits an
anomalous decrease coincident with the temperature range
over which the GdAl2 grains order.

We suggest that the high-temperature coercivity is due to
the formation of small Gd or Gd-rich clusters in the grain
boundaries. Gadolinium has partially filled 4f shells with a
spherical ground-state charge distribution that cannot interact
with the crystalline environment. The large spin-orbit cou-
pling of the Gd 4f electrons thus does not translate into
magnetocrystalline anisotropy.21 There is, however, a signifi-
cant magnetostatic contribution to the Gd anisotropy due to
the large and stable Gd moment, which leads to pronounced
dipolar interactions.

At T50, the coercivity of an ensemble ofN interacting
Gd atoms can be written asHc5aMGd, where MGd
52.527 T/m0 is the saturation magnetization of ferromag-
netic Gd anda is a dimensionless but structure-dependent
coercivity parameter. For clusters with cubic symmetry,a

50, whereas for a pair of ferromagnetically coupled Gd at-
oms a distanceR apart,

a5
3

p&

RGa
3

R3 , ~6!

whereRGd51.787 Å is the atomic radius of Gd. As a rule,a
reflects the asphericity of the cluster and is weaklyN depen-
dent. This calculation is based on Ne´el’s model,22 which is
exact for dipolar interactions.23 SinceR>2RGd, Eq. ~6! pre-
dicts a maximum coercivity of (3/8p&)MGd—i.e., 0.213 T.
The unknown structure of the clusters makes it difficult to
predict a for a given experimental system, but the value
implied by Eq.~6! may serve as an upper bound.

Experimentally, Gd cluster-beam measurements find Cu-
rie temperatures significantly higher than the bulkTC of Gd
(TC’s of up to 800 K are reported!,24–26and measurements of
small Co clusters on surfaces27 show that asymmetry-
induced surface anisotropies can be significant. Inert-gas-
condensed Gd compacts with grain sizes on the order of
5–10 nm also have a coercivity of the same magnitude as
measured in these GdAl2 nanostructures.28 The argument for
the presence of Gd-rich clusters is further strengthened by
the observation that annealing a sample milled for 590 h
results in a material with nanocrystalline GdAl2 and Gd2Al
phases. Clustering of Gd may encourage the formation of the
Gd2Al phase. It is important to emphasize that physical Gd
clusters are not required: the same phenomenon could oc-
cur in Gd-rich Gd-Al clusters~which means that detecting
them via transmission electron microscopy would be un-
likely!.

Figure 9~a! schematically illustrates the high-temperature
structure of mechanically milled GdAl2 . Paramagnetic
GdAl2 grains~gray diagonally shaded areas! and Gd or Gd-
rich Gd-Al clusters in the grain boundaries~white circles
with black arrows! are in a Gd-Al grain boundary region
~gray!. The paramagnetic GdAl2 grains become superpara-
magnetic as the temperature decreases and the GdAl2 grains
order. The 1/T dependence in Eq.~1! likely originates from
the grain boundary, either due to simple paramagnetism or
disorder that produces ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
interactions balanced such that the behavior approximates a
Curie law.

Some fraction of the GdAl2 grains are ferromagnetically
ordered at an arbitrary temperature between 130 and 170 K,
with the number of ordered grains depending on the tempera-
ture and the amount of disorder in each grain@Fig. 9~b!#.
Although the majority of the coercivity decrease occurs be-
tween 170 and 150 K, the system does not reach its lowest
coercivity until 75 K, suggesting that ordering of the GdAl2
grains occurs over a very broad temperature range. Hyster-
esis loop fits in this temperature range are of noticeably
lower quality than those in the temperature regimes above
and below: even fits to two Langevins and a hysteretic term
fail to fit in the low-field region. It is likely that a distribution
of HC values is necessary for a satisfactory fit due to the
range of disorder implied by theTC distribution; however,
this procedure results in an unreasonably large number of
fitting parameters.

We will examine two models that explain the decrease in

FIG. 8. The coercivity obtained from Eq.~5! as a function of
temperature.
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the coercivity and discuss the impact of each on the possible
origins of the low-temperature glassy peak. The first possi-
bility is that exchange coupling between ordered GdAl2
grains and Gd clusters overcomes the independent behavior
of the Gd clusters and produces superparamagnetic entities
that have reduced coercivity. This model implies that hyster-
esis loops in this temperature range should be modeled by
two Langevin terms; however, the coercivity does not drop
entirely to zero over most of the range, so a hysteretic con-
tribution is required. Since the superparamagnetic entities are
likely to interact, even at these temperatures, a model of just
two Langevin terms is not likely to be realized.

The second model is that the FM-ordering GdAl2 grains
magnetically couple the Gd clusters and the coercivity de-
creases due to the same type of anisotropy averaging as in a
random anisotropy system.29,30 The locally ordered regions
may or may not percolate throughout the sample at a given
temperature. Aeppliet al.31 suggest a model for reentrant
spin glasses that partitions the system into spin-glass-like
and ferromagnetic subnetworks, which could be coupled or

act independently. If the FM phase freezes first~as in our
case!, a system with coupled subnetworks will have a higher
spin-glass freezing temperature than the uncoupled subnet-
work case, where the two transitions occur independently of
each other. Although this model was developed for amor-
phous materials, it could also apply to nanostructures, where
the locally ferromagnetically aligned regions are defined by
the GdAl2 grains. The spin-glass behavior could arise from
the grain boundary phase or it could be due to isolated grains
that are not coupled to the ferromagnetic backbone and be-
have like a spin glass.

In model 2, ferromagnetic order extends across multiple
grains upon passing through the PM-FM transition, while
FM ordering is restricted to localized regions in model 1. In
the first model, the glassy behavior would most likely be due
to freezing of the superparamagnetic regions with respect to
each other, while the second model attributes the glassy tran-
sition to a distinct phase~which may or may not be coupled
to the FM network!.

In the first model, the PM-FM transition is an integral part
of explaining the low-temperature behavior; however, Zhou
and Bakker2 have produced samples showing a peak in the
ZFC magnetization, but without obvious evidence of a
PM-FM transition. Zhou and Bakker argue that superex-
change between Gd atoms—mediated by thep character of
Al—produces the competing antiferromagnetic and ferro-
magnetic interactions required for a spin glass. The implica-
tion of this argument is that spin-glass behavior is anintrin-
sic property of chemically disordered GdAl2 . Zhou and
Bakker’s argument is consistent with model 2: Milling con-
verts the two-subnetwork ferromagnetic/spin glass system
into an single-phase spin glass.

The first model, in contrast, identifies the glassy phase as
being anextrinsicproperty of the sample, as the glassy tran-
sition is preceded by orderingwithin grains. This possibility
is not excluded entirely by Zhou and Bakker’s measure-
ments. The sample they studied that showed no obvious
PM-FM transition has larger grains~;20 nm! and more dis-
order ~smaller lattice parameter!, than our sample, in which
grains are smaller and—on average—less disordered, with a
larger fraction of sample being grain boundary. It is possible
that a very largeDTC ~due to a larger range of disorder! in
Zhou and Bakker’s samples smears the PM-FM transition
such that it is not detected. Their measurements show a very
long high-temperature tail inM (T) that may indicate the
onset of short-range FM order over a broad range of tem-
peratures. It is doubtful that milling an initially crystalline
material entirely eliminates short-range chemical order.
Since FM-ordered regions on the scale of a few nanometers
have been suggested as a factor in the glassy transition in
amorphous GdAl2 , it is conceivable that the remnants of
ordered material in nanostructured GdAl2 produce glassy
behavior.32 If this is the case, the details of the behavior
would be much more dependent on the nanostructure of the
sample and not just on the spin-glass-like phase. It is clear
from this discussion that the current data cannot distinguish
between the two models and that understanding the nature of
the FM phase is critical to determining the origin of the
low-temperature peak.

FIG. 9. Schematic illustration of the magnetic structure of me-
chanically milled GdAl2 . ~a! At T.170 K, the structure is com-
posed of paramagnetic GdAl2 grains~gray diagonal shaded areas!,
ferromagnetically aligned Gd-rich clusters in the grain boundaries
~white circles with black arrows!, and a Gd-Al grain boundary
~gray!. ~b! below T;170 K, GdAl2 grains start to order~large
white circles with arrows!, although not all of the grains order at the
same temperature.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Mechanically milled GdAl2 has been used to investigate
the effect of structural and chemical disorder on the PM-FM
transition. Milling-induced disorder is modeled by a distribu-
tion of Curie temperatures parametrized by a mean Curie
TemperatureT̄C and a distribution breadthDTC . Analysis of
the PM-FM transition shows that the ‘‘kink-point’’ method of
identifying TC can produce misleading results due to field-
broadening effects. The observation of nonzero coercivity at
temperatures up to 20 K higher than theTC of any known
Gd-Al phases is explained by the presence of small Gd or
Gd-rich Gd-Al clusters in the grain boundaries that are fer-
romagnetically ordered due to surface anisotropy.

Two models have been proposed to explain the subse-
quent decrease in coercivity as the GdAl2 grains ferromag-
netically order, and the implications for the origin of the
glassy transition are discussed. The primary difference be-
tween the models lies in that model 2 attributes the glassy

behavior to theintrinsic properties of chemically disordered
GdAl2 , while model 1 attributes them toextrinsicproperties
determined by the nanostructure. Our discussion of these
models shows that investigating glassy transition by itself is
not sufficient: the process by which the glassy system is
achieved is key to understanding the mechanism for the low-
temperature peak.
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